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of
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Eros,andSexuality
Greetings and blessingsfor all of you here, ffiy deareJt
friends. Blessedis this hour.
Tonight I would like to discussthree particular forces in the
universe:the love force as it manifestsbetweenthe sexes,the
erotic force, and the sexual force. These are three distinctly
different principles or forces that manifestdifferently on every
plane, from the highest to the lowest. Humanity has always
confusedthese three principles. In fact, it is little known that
three separateforces exist and what the differencesbetween
them are. There is so much confusionabout this that it will be
quite useful to clear them up.
The Spirittral Meaning of the Erotic Force
The erotic force is one of the mostfotent forces in existence
and has tremendousmomentumand impact.It is supposedto
serve as the bridge betweensex and love, yet it rarely does.In
a spiritually highly developedperson, the erotic force carries
the entity from the erotic experience,which in itself is of short
duration, into the permanentstateof pure love. However,even
the strong momentum of the erotic force carries the soul just
so far and no farther. It is bound to dissolveif the personality
does not learn to love by cultivating all the qualities and
requirements necessaryfor true love. Only when love has
been learned does the spark of the erotic force remain alive.
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By itsell without love, the erotic force burns itself out. This
of
course is the trouble with marriage. Since most people are
incapableof pure love, they u." ul.o incapabl" of atiaini
lnlng
ideal marriage.
Eros seems in many ways similar to love. It brings forth
impulses a human being would not have otherwise: ilpulses
of unselfishnessand affectionhe or she might have been incapableof before.This is why eros is so very ort"n confused
with
love. But eros is just as often confusedwith the sex instinct
which, like eros, alsomanifestsas a great urge.
Now, my friends, I would like to show you what the spiritu_
al meaning and purpose of the erotic forte is, particutu^riy
u.
far as humanity is concerned.without eros, many people
would never experiencethe great feeling and beauty that
is
containedin real love. They would n"u"r get the taste of
it
and the yearning for love would remain deeptysubmerged
in
their souls. Their fear of love would remain stronger"than
their desire.
Erosis the nearestthing to louethe und,eueloped
sfirit can experience.It lifts the soul out of sluggishness,out or mere conientment and vegetation.It causesthe soul to surge, to go out
of
itself. when this force comes upon even the most undeveloped
peoplethey becomeable to surpassthemselves.Even
a criminal
will temporarily feel, at least toward one pers on, agoodness
he
has never known. The utterly selfishpersonwill, while this feeling lasts, have unselfish impulses. r-azypeoplewill get out of
their inertia. The routine'boundpersonwili naiurally and without
effort get rid of statichabits.The erotic force will lifi a personout
of separateness,
be it only for a short time. Eros givesthe soul a
foretasteof unity and teachesthe fearful psychethe longing for
it. The more strongly one has experiencedeios, the less conlentment will the soul find in the pseudo-securityof separateness.
Even an otheryse thoroughly self-centeredplr.on may be able
to make a sacrificeduring the experienceof eros.Soyou see,my
friends, eros enablespeopleto do things they are disinclinedto
do otherwise;things that are closelylinked wiitr love. It is easyto
seewhy eros is so often confusedwith love.
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The Difference Between Eros and I-ove
How then is eros different from love? [,ove is a permanent
state in the soul; eros is not. Love can only exist if the foundation for it is prepared through developmentand purification.
love doesnot come and go at random;eros does.Eros hits with
sudden force, often taking a person unawaresand even finding
him or her unwilling to go through the experience.Only if the
soul is preparedto love and has built the foundationfor it will
eros be the bridge to the love that is manifest between a man
and a woman.
Thus you can seehow important the erotic force is. Without
the erotic force hitting them and getting them out of their rut,
many human beings would never be ready for a more conscioussearchfor the breaking down of their own walls of seplration. The erotic experienceputs the seed into the soul and
makes it long for unity, which is the great aim in the plan of
salvation.As long as the soul is separate,lonelinessand unhappinessmust be its lot. The erotic experienceenablesthe
personalityto long for union with at least one other being. In
the heights of the spirit world, union exists among all beingsand thus with God. In the earth sphere,the erotic force is a
propelling power regardlessof whether or not its real meaning
is understood.This is so even though it is often misused and
enjoyed for its own sake, while it lasts. It is not utilized to
cultivate love in the soul, so it peters out. Nevertheless,its
effect will inevitablvremain in the soul.
The Fear of Eros and the Fear of Love
Eros comes to peoplesuddenlyin certain stagesof their
lives, even to those who are afraid of the apparent risk of
adventuring away from separateness.People who are afraid of
their emotions and afraid of life as such will often do anything
in their power to avoid-unconsciously and ignorantly-the
great experience of unity. Although this fear exists in many
human beings, there are few indeed who have not experienced some opening in the soul where eros could touch
them. For the fear-riddensoul that resiststhe experience,this
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is good medicine regardlessof the fact that sorrow and loss
may follo w due to other psycholog ic a l c o mp lic a t io n s .
However, there are also those who u* ou"remotional, and
although they may know other fears of life, they are not afraid
of this particular experience.In fact, the beauty of it is a great
temptation to them and therefore they hunt greedily for it.
They look for one subject after another,emotionally too ignorant to understandthe deep meaning of eros. They are unwilling to learn pure love, and simply use the erotic force for
their pleasureand when it is worn out they hunt elsewhere.
This is an abuse and cannot continue without ill effects. Such
a personalitywill have to make amendsfor the abuse-even if
it was done in ignorance. In the same vein, the too fearful
coward will have to make up for trying to cheat life by hiding
from eros and thus withholding from the soul a valuablemedicine, valuableif used properly.Most peoplein this category
have a vulnerable point somewhere in it
soul through
"i,
which eros can enter.
There are also a few who have built such a tight wall of
fear and pride around their souls that they avoid this part of
life-experienceentirely and so shortchatrg" th"ir own dlvelop
ment. This fear might exist becausein a former life they had an
unhappy experiencewith eros, or perhaps becaur" ih" soul
has greedily abusedthe beautyof the erotic force without building it into love. In either case,the personalitymay have chosen
to be more careful. If this decision is too rigid and stringent,
the opposite extreme will follow. In the next incarnation
circumstanceswill be chosen in such a way that a balanceis
established until the soul reaches a harmonious state
wherein there are no more extremes.This balancing in
future incarnations always applies to all aspectsof the p"rsonality.In order to approach this harmony to some extent
at least,the proper balancebetweenreason,emotron,and will
hasto be achieved.
The erotic experienceoften mingles with the sexualurge, but
it does not always have to be that way. These three f*.".love, eros, and sexuality-often appearcompletely separately,
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while sometimestwo mingle, such as erosand sexuality,or erns
and
and loueto the extent the soul is capableof love, or setcucality
forces
three
ideal
case
do
all
in
the
of
loue.
Only
a semblance
mingle harmoniously.
The Sexual Force
The sexualforce is the creatiueforce on any leuelof existence.
In the highest spheres,the same force creates spiritual life,
spiritual ideas, and spiritual conceptsand principles. On the
lower planes,the pure and unspintualized sex force createslife
as it manifests in that particular sphere; it creates the outer
shell or vehicle of the entity destinedto live in that sphere.
The pure sexual force is utterly selfish. Sexwithout erosand
without loueis referred to as animalistic.Pure sex exists in all'
living creatures: animals,plants, and minerals. Eros begins
with the stageof developmentwhere the soul is incarnatedas a
human being. And pure love is to be found in the higher spiritual realms.This does not mean that eros and sex no longer
exist in beings of higher development,but rather that all three
blend in harmoniously,are refined, and become less and less
selfish. Nor do I mean that a human being should not try to
achievea harmoniousblend of all three forces.
In rare cases,erosalone, without sex and loae,exists for a
limited time. This is usually referred to as platonic love. But
sooner or later, with the somewhathealthy person, eros and
sex will mingle.The sex force, insteadof being suppressed,is
taken up by the erotic force and both flow in one current. The
more the three forces remain separate,the unhealthier the
personalityis.
Another frequent combination,particularly in relationships
of long standing,is the coexistenceof genuinelouewith sex,but
without eros.Although love cannot be perfect unless all three
forces blend together, there is a certain amount of affection,
companionship,fondness,mutual respect, and a sex-relationship that is crudely sexual without the erotic spark which
evaporatedsome time ago. When eros is missing, the sexual
relationship must eventually suffer. Now this is the problem
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with most marriages, my friends. There is hardly a human
being who is not puzzled by the question of what to do to
maintain that spark in a relationshipwhich seemsto evaporate
the more habit and familiarity with one another sets in. you
may not have posed the questionin terms of three distinct
forces, yet you know and sensethat something goes out of a
marriage that was present at the beginning;that spark is actually eros. You find yourself in a vicious circle and think that
marriage is a hopelessproposition.No, my friends, it is not,
evenif you cannotas yet attainthe ideal.
The Ideal Parhrership of Love
In the ideal partnership of love betweentwo peopleall three
forces have to be represented.With love you do not seem to
have much difficulty, for in most casesone would not marry if
there did not exist at least the willingnessto love. I will not discuss at this point the extremecaseswhere this is not so. I am
focusing on a relationshipwhere the choice is a mature one
and yet the partners cannot get around the piffall of becoming
bound by time and habit, because elusiaeerls has disappeared.
with sex it is very much the same.The sex force is present in
most healthy human beings and may only begin to fade-particularly with
eros elsewhere.For the sexual relationshipmust eventuallv
suffer unlesseros is maintained.
How canyou keeperos?That is the big question,my dear ones.
Eros canbe maintainedonly if it is usedasa bridge to frue partrershipin lovein the highestsense.How is this done?
The Search for the Other Soul
Let us first look for the main element in the erotic force.
vtrhen you analyze it, you will find that it is the adventure, the
searchfor the knowledgeof the other soul.This desire lives in
every created spirit. The inherent life-forcemust finally bring
the entity out of its separation.Eros strengthensthe curiosity
to know the other being. As long as there is somethingnew to
find in the other soul and as long as you reveal yourself, eros
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will live. The momentyou believeyou have found all there is to
find, and have revealedall there is to reveal,eros will leave.It
is as simple as that with eros. But your great error is that you
believe there is a limit to the revealing of any soul, yours or
another's.When a certain point of usually quite superficial
revelation is reached,you are under the impression that this
is all there is, and you settle down to a placid life without
further searching.
Eros has carried you this far with its strong impact.But after
this point, your will to further search the unlimited depths of
the other person and voluntarily reveal and share your own
inward search determineswhether you have used erosas a
bridgeto loue.This, in turn, is alwaysdetermined by your will
to learn how to love. Only in this way will you maintain the
spark of eros in your love. Only in this way will you continueto
fi,nd the otherand let yourselfbefound. There is no limit, for the
soul is endlessand eternal: a whole lifetime would not suffice
to know it.
There can never be a point when you know the other soul
entirely, nor when you are known entirely. The soul is alive,
and nothing that is alive remains static. It has the capacityto
revealeven deeperlayers.The soul is also in constantchange
and movement as anything spiritual is by its very nature.
Spirit means life and life means change. Since soul is spirit,
the soul can never be known utterly. If people had the wisdom, they would realize that and make of marriage the marvelous journey of adventureit is supposedto be, instead of
simply being carried as far as you are taken by the first
momentum of eros.You should use this potent momentum of
eros as the initial thrust it is, and then find through it the
urge to go on further under your own steam.Then you will
havebrought eros into true love in marriage.
The Pifialls of Marriage
Behindthe institutionof marriage thereis a diuine intent, and
its purpose is not merely procreation.That is only one detail.
The spiritual idea of marriage is to enable the soul to reveal
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itself and to be constantly on the searchfor the other to discover forevernew vistasof the other being.The more this happens,
the happier the marriage will be, the more firmly and safely it
will be rooted, and the less it will be in danger of an unhappy
ending.Then it will fulfiIl its spiritual purpose.
In practice, however, marriage hardly ever works that way.
You reach a certain state of familiarity and habit and you think
you know the other.It doesnot evenoccur to you that the other
only knows certain facets of your being, but that is all. This
search for the other being, as well as for self-revelation,
requires inner activityand alertness.But sincepeopleare often
tempted into inner inactivity, while outer activity may be all the
stronger as an overcompensation,
they are being lured to sink
into a state of resffulness,cherishing the delusion of already
knowing each other fully. This is the piffall. It is the beginning
of the end at worst, or at best a compromiseleavingyou with a
gnawing, unfulfilled longing. At this point the relationship turns
static. It is no longer alive even though it may have some very
pleasantfeatures.Habit is a great temptress,pulling one toward
sluggishnessand inertia, so that one does not have to try and
work or be alert anymore.
Two people may arrange an apparently satisfactory relationship, and as the years go by they face two possibilities.
The first is that either one or both partners become openly
and consciouslydissatisfied.For the soul needs to surge
ahead,to find and to be found, so as to dissolveseparateness,
regardlessof how much the other side of the personality
fears union and is tempted by inertia. This dissatisfaction
is either conscious-although in most instancesthe real
reasonfor it is ignored-or it is unconscious.In either case,
the dissatisfactionis stronger than the temptationof the comfort of inertia and sluggishness.Then the marriage will be disrupted and one or both partners will delude themselvesinto
thinking that with a new partner it will be different, particularly
after eros has perhapsstruck again.As long as this principle is
not understood,a person may go from one partnership to
another,sustainingfeelingsonly as long as eros is at work.
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The secondpossibility is that the temptationof a semblance
of peace is stronger.Then the partners may remain together
and may certainly fumll somethingtogether,but a great unfulfilled need will always lurk in their souls. Since men are by
nature more active and adventurous,they tend to be polygamous and are therefore more tempted by infidelity than
women. Thus you can also understandwhat the underlying
motive for men's inclination to be unfaithful is. Women tend
much more to be sluggishand are thereforebetter preparedto
compromise.This is why they tend to be monogamous.Of
course, there are exceptions,in both sexes.Such infidelity is
often as puzzling to the active partner as to the "victim." They
do not understandthemselves.The unfaithful one may suffer
just as much asthe one whosetrust has been betrayed.
In the situation where compromfueis chosen,both people
stagnate,at least in one very important aspect of their soul
development.They find refuge in the steady comfort of their
relationship.They may even believe that they are happy in it,
and this may be true to some degree.The advantagesof
friendship, companionship,mutual respect,and a pleasantlife
together with a well-establishedroutine outweigh the unrest of
the soul, and the partners may have enough discipline to
remain faithful to one another.Yet an important element of
their relationshipis missing: the revealingof soul to soul as
much as possible.
True Marriage
Only when two people do this can they be furified together
and thus help each other. Two developedsouls can fulfill one
another by revealingthemselves,by searchingthe depths of the
other's soul. Thus what is in each soul will emerge into their
consciousminds, and purificationwill take place.Then the life
spark is maintained so that the relationship can never stagnate
and degenerateinto a dead end. For you who are on this path
and follow the various stepsof these teachings,it will be easier
to overcome the piffalls and dangers of the marital relationship
and to repair damagethat has occurred unwittingly.
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In this way,my dear friends,you not only maintaineros, that
vibrating life-force,but you also transform it into true love.
only in a true partnership of love and eros can you discoverin
your partner new levels of being you have not heretofore perceived.And you yourself will be purified also by puffing away
your pride and revealingyourself as you really are. Your relationship will alwaysbe new, regardlessof how well you think
you know each other already.All masks must fall, not only
those on the surface, but even those deeper down which you
may not even have been aware of. Then your love will remain
alive. It will never be static; it will never stagnate.You will
never have to search elsewhere.There is so much to see and
discoverin this land of the other soul you have chosen,whom
you continue to respect,but in whom you seem to miss the
life-spark that once brought you together. You will never
have to be afraid of losing the love of your beloved; this
fear will be justified only if you refrain from risking the journey
of self-revelationtogether. This, my friends, is marriage in
its true sense,and this is the only way it can be the glory it
is supposedto be.
Separateness
Each of you should think deeply about whether you are
afraid to leavethe four walls of your own separateness.
Someof
my friends are unaware that to stay separateis almost a
consciouswish. With many of you it is this way: you desire
marriage becauseone part of you yearns for it-and also
becauseyou do not want to be alone.Quite superficialand vain
reasonsmay be added to explain the deep yearning within
your soul. But aside from the yearning and aside from the
superficial and selfish motives of your unfulfilled desire for
partnership, there must also be an unwillingness to risk
the journey and adventureof revealingyourself.An integral
part of life remains to be fulfilled by you-if not in this life,
then in future lives.
Should you find yourself alone,you may, with this knowledge and this truth, repair the damage that you have done
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to your own soul by harboring wrong concepts in your
unconscious.You may discover your fear of the great adventurousjourney with another,which will explain why you
are alone. This understanding should prove helpful and
may even enable your emotions to change sufficiently so that
your outer life may changetoo. This dependson you. Whoever
is unwilling to take the risk of this great adventure cannot
succeedin the greatestventure humanity knows-marriage.
Choice of Partrer
Only when you meet love, life, and the other being in such
readinesswill you be able to bestow the greatest gift on your
beloved,namely your true self. And then you must inevitab..ly
receive the same gift from your beloved.But to do that, a certain emotional andspiritual maturity has to exist. If this maturity is present,you will intuitively choose the right partner, one
who has, in essence,the same maturify and readinessto
embark on this journey.The choice of a partner who is unwilling comes out of the hidden fear of undertaking the journey
yourself. You magneticallydraw peopleand situationstoward
you which correspondto your unconscious
desiresand fears.You
know that.
Humanity, on the whole, is very far awayfrom this ideal of
the marriage of true selves,but that does not change the idea
or the ideal. In the meantime you have to learn to make the
best of it. And you who are fortunate enough to be on this path
can learn much wherever you stand,be it only in understanding why you cannot realize the happinessthat a part of
your soul yearns for. To discover that is already a great deal
and will enableyou in this life or in future lives to get nearer
to the realization of what you yearn for. Whatever your
situation is, whether you have a partner or are alone, search
your heart and it will furnish you the answer to your conflict.
The answer must come from within yourself, and in all
probability it will relate to your own fear, unwillingness, and
your ignorance of the facts. Search and you will know.
Understandthat God's purpose in the partnership of love is
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the completemutual revelation of one soul to another-not
just a partial revelation.
Physicalrevelationis easyfor many. Emotionallyyou share
to a certain degree-usually as far as eros carries you. But
then you lock the door, and that is the moment when your
troublesbegin.
There are many who are not willing to reveal anything. They
want to remain aloneand aloof.They will not touch the experience of revealing themselvesand of finding the soul of the
other person.They avoid this in every way they can.
Eros As a Bridge
My dear ones, once again: understandhow important the
erotic principle is in your sphere. It helps many who may be
unwilling and unpreparedfor the love-experience.It is what
you call "falling in love," or "romance."Through eros the per_
sonalitygets a taste of what the ideal love .ould be. As I said
before, many use this feeling of happinesscarelesslyand
greedily,never passingthe threshold into true love. TruL
love
demandsmuch more of peoplein a spiritual sense.tt ttrev ao
not meet this demand,they forfeit the goal for which their soul
strives.This extreme of hunting for ro-un." is as wrong as the
other, where not even the potent force of eros can enter the
tightly locked door.But in most cases,when the door is not too
tightly bolted, eros does come to you at certainstagesof your
life. whether you can then use eros as a bridge to love depends
on you. It dependson your development,your willingness,
your courage,your humility, and your ability to revealyourself.
Are there any questionsin connectionwiih this subject,my
dearfriends?
QUESTION: when you talk about the revelationof a soul to
another,do you mean that, on a higher level,this is the way ihe
soul revealsitseHto God?
ANSWER: It is the same thing. But before you can truly
revealyourself to God, you haveto learn to revealyourself to
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another beloved human being. And when you do that, you
reveal yourself to God too" Many people want to start with
revealingthemselvesto the personalGod. But actually,deep
in their hearts, such revelation to God is only a subierfuge
becauseit is abstractand remote. No other human being can
see or hear what they reveal.They are still alone. One does
not have to do the one thing that seemsso risky, requires so
much humility and thus threatens to be humiliating. By
revealing yourself to another human being, you accomplish
so much that cannot be accomplishedby revelation to
G o d wh o k n o w s y o u a n y w o y , a n d w h o r e a l l y d o e s n o t
need your revelation.
\Mhen you find the other soul and meet it, you fulfill your.
destiny.when you find another soul, you also find anoiher
particle of God, and if you reveal your own soul, you reveal a
particle of God and give something divine to another person.
when eros comes to you, it will lift you up far enolgh so
that you will sense and know what it is in you that longs for
this experienceand what is your true self, which is longing
to reveal itself. without eros, you are merely aware oith"
lazy outer layers.
Do not avoid eros when it wants to come to you. If you
understandthe spiritual idea behind it, you will use it wisely.
Your Godselfwill then be able to lead you and enableyou to
make the best of helping another being and yourself on the
way to true love, of which purification must be an integral
part. Although your purification work through a deeply
committed relationshipmanifestsdifferently than it does
in the work on this path, it will help you toward a purification
of the sameorder.
QUESTION: Is it possiblefor a soul to be so rich that it can
revealitseHto more than one soul?
ANSWER: My dearfriend, do you say that facetiously?
QUESTIoN: No, I do not. I am asking whether polygamyis
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within the schemeof spiritual law.
ANSWER: No, it certainly is not. And when someonethinks
it may be within the scheme of spiritual development,that
is a subterfuge. The personality is looking for the right
partner. Either the person is too immature to have found the
right partner, or the right partner is there and the polygamous
person is simply carried away by eros's momentum, never
lifting this force up into the volitional love that demands
overcomingand working in order to pass the threshold I
mentionedbefore.
In caseslike this, the one with an adventurouspersonality
is looking and looking, alwaysfinding another part of a being,
alwaysrevealing himself or herself only so far and no further,
or perhaps each time revealing another facet of his or her
personality.However,when it comes to the inner nucleus,the
door is shut. Eros then departs and a new search is started.
Each time it is a disappointmentthat can only be understood
when you grasp thesetruths.
Raw sexual instinct also enters into the longing for this
great journey, but sexual satisfactionbegins to suffer if
the relationship is not kept on the level I show you here. It
is, in fact, inevitably of short duration.There is no richness
in revealingoneselfto many. In such cases,one either reveals
the same wares all over again to new partners, or, as I said
before, one displays different facets of one's personality.The
more partners you try to share yourself with, the less you
give to each.That is inevitablyso. It cannotbe different.
QUESTION: Certain peoplebelieve that they can cut out
sex and eros and the desire for a partner and live completely
for love of humanity.Do you think it is possiblethat man or
woman can swearoff this part of life?
ANSWER: It is possible,but it is certainly not healthy or
honest.I might say that there is perhapsone personin ten million who may have such a task.That may be possible.It may be
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in the karma for a particular soul who is alreadydevelopedthis
far, has gone through the true partnership experience,and
comesfor a specificmission.There may also be certain karmic
debtswhich have to be paid off. In most cases-and here I can
safely generalize-avoidance of partnership is unhealthy.It is
an escape.The real reasonis fear of love, fear of the life experience,but the fearful renunciationis rationalizedas a sacrifice.
To anyone who would come to me with such a probleffi, I
would say, "Examine yourself. Go below the surface layers of
your consciousreasoningand explanationsfor your attitude in
this respect.Try to find out whether you fear love and disappointment.Isn't it more comfortableto just live for yourself and
have no difficulties?Isn't really this what you feel deep inside
and what you want to cover up with other reasons?The great
humanitarianwork you want to do may be for a worthy cause
indeed, but do you really think one excludesthe other?
Wouldn't it be much more likely that the great task you have
taken upon yourself would be better fulfilled if you learned personallove too?"
If all these questionswere truthfully answered,the person
would be bound to seethat he or she is escaping.Personallove
and fulfillment is man's and woman'sdestiny in most cases,for
so much can be learned in personallove that cannot be
attainedin any other way.And to form a durable and solid relationship in a marriage is the greatestvictory a human being
can achieve,for it is one of the most difficult things there is, as
you can well see in your world. This life experiencewill bring
the soul closerto God than lukewarmgood deeds.
QUESTION: I was going to ask a question in connection
with my previousone: celibacyis supposedto be a highly spiritualizedform of developmentin certain religious sects.On the
other hand, polygamyis alsorecognizedin somereligions-the
Mormons, for instance.I understandwhat you said,but how do
you justify these attitudes on the part of people who are supposedto look for unity with God?
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ANSWER: There is human error in every religion. In one
religion it may be one kind of error, in other religions another.
Here you simply have two extremes. Mrhen such dogmas or
rules come into existencein the various religions, whether at
one extreme or another, it is always a ratio nalization and subterfuge to which the individual soul constantlyresorts. This is
an attempt to explain away the counter-currents of the fearful
or greedy soul with good motives.
There is a commonbelief that anything pertaining to sexuality
is sinful. This is not so. The sex instinct arises already in the
infant. The more immature the creature,the more sexualityis
separatedfrom love, and therefore the more selfish it is.
Anything without love is "sinful," if you want to use this word.
Nothing that is coupledwith love is wrong-or sinful.
In the growing child who is naturally immature, the sex
drive will first manifest selfishly.only if and when the whole
personalitygrows and matures harmoniouslywill sex become
integrated with love. out of ignorance,humanity has long
believed that sex as such is sinful. Therefore ii was kept
hidden and this part of the personalitycould not grow up.
Nothing that remains in hiding can grow; you know that.
Therefore,even in many grownups,sex remainschildish and
separatefrom love. And this, in turn, has led humanity to
believethat sexualityis a sin and that the truly spiritual p"i.ort
must abstainfrom it. Thus one of those oft-mentionedvicious
circlescameinto existence.
Becauseof the belief that sex was sinful, the instinct could
not grow and meld with the love force. consequently, sex in
fact often is selfish and loveless,raw and animalistic.If people
would realize-and they are beginning to do so increasinglythat the sex instinct is as natural and God-givenas u.ty otir",
universal force and in itself not more sinful than any other
existing force, they would break this vicious circle and more
human beings would let their sex drives mature and mingle
with love-and with eros, for that maffer.
How many peopleexist for whom sex is completelyseparate
from love! They not only suffer from bad consciencewhen
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the sex urge manifests,but they also find themselves in the
position of being unable to handle sexual feelings with the
person they really love. Becauseof the distorted conditions
and the vicious circle just described,humanity cameto believe
that you cannotfind God when you respondto your sex urges.
This is all wrong; you cannot kill off something that is
alive. You can only hide it so that it will come out in other
ways which may be much more harmful. Only in the very
rarest casesdoes the sex force really become constructively
sublimated and make this creative force manifest in
other realms. Real sublimation can never occur when it is
motivated by fear and used as an escape.Does that answer
your question?
QUESTION: Perfectly,thank you.
QUESTION: How does friendship between two people fit
into this picture?
ANSWER: Friendshipis brotherly love. Such friendship can
alsoexist betweenman and woman.Eros may want to sneakin,
but reasonand will can still direct the way in which the feelings
take their course.Discretion,and a healthy balancebetween
reason,emotion,and will are necessaryto prevent the feelings
from going into an improper channel.
QUESTION: Is divorceagainstspirituallaw?
ANSMIER: Not necessarily.We do not have fixed rules like
that. There are caseswhen divorce is an easyway out, a mere
escape.There are other caseswhen divorce is reasonable
becausethe choice to marry was made in immaturity and both
partners lack the desire to fulfill the responsibilityof marriage
in its true sense.If only one is willing-or neither-divorce is
better than staying together and making a farce out of marriage. Unless both are willing to take this journey together, it
is better to break clean than to let one prevent the growth of
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the other. That, of course, happens.It is better to terminate a
mistake than to remain indefinitely in it without finding an
effective remedy.
To generalizethat divorce is alwayswrong is just as incorrect as to say that it is alwaysright. One should not, however,
leavea marnagelightly. Even though it was a mistake and does
not work, one should try to find the reasonsand do one'svery
best to search out and perhapsget over the hurdles that are in
the way, if both are in any way willing. One should certainly do
one'sbest, even if the marriage is not the ideal experiencethat
I discussedtonight. Few peopleare ready and mature enough
for it. You can make yourself ready by trying to make the best
of your past mistakesand learn from them.
My dearest friends, think carefully about what I have said.
There is much food for thought in what I told you for each of
you here, and for all those who will read my words. There is
not a single personwho cannotlearn somethingfrom them.
My dear ones,receive our blessingsagain;may your hearts
be filled with this wonderful strength coming to you from the
world of light and truth. Go in peaceand in happiness,my dear
ones,eachone of you. Be in God!

